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Electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) reactors are now being investigated for use in the plasma 
processing of semiconductors. The attractive feature of ECR excitation is that high plasma 
densities ( 10’“-1012 cmm3) can be obtained at low pressures (0.1-a few mTorr). In this paper, 
we present results from a computer simulation of the electron kinetics in ECR reactors. The 
model is a multidimensional Monte Carlo simulation coupled with a fluid simulation with which 
the electron energy distribution (EED) may be calculated. We find that the electron 
temperature (T, = i(e)) in Ar plasmas (0.1-10 mTorr, 100s W) is 10-20 eV in the ECR zone, 
falling to a few to 5 eV downstream of the ECR zone, in general agreement with experiments. 
The EED can be described as being multitemperature with a low energy component (5-10 eV> 
and a high energy tail extending to many 10s to 100s eV. Predicted ambipolar potentials are 
10-30 V, increasing with decreasing pressure and increasing power deposition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Reactive ion etching (RIE) using radio frequency ( rf) 
diode discharges is currently the standard process for etch- 
ing semiconductors in the fabrication of microelectronic 
devices.’ Although these reactors are industry standards, 
alternate reactor configurations are concurrently being in- 
vestigated. The goals of these efforts are to obtain more 
anisotropic etching and more control over depositions with 
higher degrees of uniformity over larger areas. These at- 
tributes can be obtained by operating at high power depo- 
sition and low gas pressures. Electron cyclotron resonance 
(ECR) discharges are being studied as a means to meet 
these goals.“” ECR discharges, as used in the etching of 
semiconductors, typically operate at gas pressures of 0.1 
mTorr to a few mTorr, plasma densities of 10’“-10’2 cmm3 
and electron temperatures of a few to 10s eV in the source 
region. The reactors are typically 10-20 cm in diameter in 
the resonance region, expanding to a larger diameter in a 
downstream chamber where the substrate is usually lo- 
cated. [see Fig. 1 (a)]. The resonant microwave frequency, 
Y,, is most commonly 2.45 Ghz corresponding to ECR 
occurring at a magnetic field of B=875 G. 

ECR reactors, as materials processing tools, are com- 
monly thought of as being remote devices. That is, the 
plasma is sustained upstream from the wafer. In this view, 
excitation and ionization dominantly occur in the reso- 
nance zone with products flowing to the wafer down- 
stream. The remote location of the substrate, though, does 
not preclude its being bombarded by energetic particles. 
Spectroscopic and energy analyzer measurements of ion 
temperatures and energies in ECR reactors have shown 
that the ion flux incident onto the substrate has energies of 
a few to 10s eV, and temperatures of many tenths of an 
eV.g810*‘4~15 The maximum ion energies are commensurate 
with the ambipolar generated plasma potential. 

“‘Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. 

At a gas pressure of 1 mTorr, the mean free path for 
electron collisions is many to 10s cm, and the electron 
collision frequency is approximately lrc=5 X lo6 s-r. The 
plasma is therefore magnetized (YJY,=O.OO~) and elec- 
trons have a high mobility parallel to the magnetic field. 
This allows electron energy transport from the ECR zone 
downstream to the substrate. This transport is both advec- 
tive and conductive. The latter process results from 
electron-electron collisions which efficiently transfer en- 
ergy between electrons confined to the magnetic field lines. 
In this respect one should expect that electrons which are 
heated in the ECR zone will remain fairly hot tens of cm 
downstream. One should also expect that excitation, disso- 
ciation, and ionization of the gas will occur in the vicinity 
of the substrate. This expectation has been confirmed by 
electric probe measurements of the electron temperature in 
ECR reactors which are discussed in Sec. II. Since the 
substrate is both bombarded by energetic particles, and 
may be immersed in a relatively hot plasma in which the 
feedstock gases are being excited and dissociated, the re- 
mote nature of ECR processing is problematic. 

In this paper, we present results of a theoretical inves- 
tigation of the electron energy distribution (EED) in ECR 
reactors as used for plasma processing of semiconductors. 
The goal of this work is to examine the transport of hot 
electrons from the ECR zone to regions near the substrate. 
This investigation has been conducted using a hybrid 
model which combines a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS), 
which generates details of the EED, with a simple fluid 
model which generates the ambipolar electric field. We find 
that the EED typically is not a Maxwellian even in the 
ECR zone and is often composed of two or more groups; a 
fairly low temperature component (a few eV) and a high 
energy tail which can extend for many 10s to 100s eV. The 

* spatial distribution of the EED has two modes. At lower 
pressures ( < 1 mTorr) the tail of the EED extends from 
the ECR region to the substrate (25 cm away). At pres- 
sures of a few mTorr and above, the tail of the EED is 
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a typical ECR reactor (see Ref. 16). This 
geometry was also used in this study. Magnetic field coils are used both 
upstream, to generate the ECR zone, and downstream to collimate the 
magnetic field. (b) Axial magnetic Eeld profile used in this work. Three 
coils have been used to form a collimated B field. 

depressed. These results are surprisingly not strong func- 
tions of the gas, at least for those discussed in this paper 
(Ar and N2) and investigated elsewhere in our studies ( O2 
and CF4>. This condition most likely results from the typ- 
ically high plasma densities which increase the importance 
of electron-electron collisions compared to conventional rf 
diode discharges, and thereby mitigate differences in the 
EEDs which would otherwise occur. 

In Sec. II, we will briefly review previous experimental 
measurements of the EED and electron temperature T, for 
the ECR reactors of interest. The model is described in Sec. 
III, followed by a discussion of our results in Sec. IV. Our 
concluding remarks are in Sec. V. 

II. SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRON 
SWARM PROPERTIES IN ECR REACTORS P 

The configurations of ECR reactors being investigated 
for use in plasma processing are varied, and, so, the mea- 
surements of electron swarm properties are also varied. 
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The ECR reactor schematically shown in Fig. 1 (a) is what 
we will call the standard contiguration.3”6 It consists of a 
cylindrical discharge region which expands to a larger di- 
ameter downstream where the substrate is placed. The 
rriagnetic field is typically supplied by one or more coils 
surrounding the ECR zone, with there being an optional 
coil downstream. The microwave field is propagated col- 
linear to the axis of the reactor through a dielectric win- 
dow. Using a coil downstream results in a magnetic field 
profile which is somewhat collimated; in the absence of 
that coil the magnetic field is flared.3 A typical axial mag- 
netic field, and the one used in this study, is shown in Fig. 
l(b). 

Variants of the standard configuration will place the 
substrate in or near the ECR zone’ or use a rf bias on the 
substrate to increase or control the ion energies striking the 
substrate.5>‘3- Alternate configurations use a tunable reso- 
nant cavity with a multicusp magnetic field configuration,6 
or an untuned cavity with a multipole magnetic field.g In 
the latter configurations, permanent magnets placed on the 
exterior of the chamber significantly reduce the loss of 
charged particles to the walls, and produce-a uniform 
plasma. Unless otherwise noted, all experiments discussed 
below were performed at v,=2.45 GHz. 

Measurements of the EED and electron temperature, 
T, in ECR discharges have been reported by a number of 
workers. (Use of the term T, does not imply that the EED 
is a Maxwellian, but in the usual convention is defined as 
T,=$(E), where (E) is the average electron energy.) 
Amemiya et al,’ measured electron temperatures in N2 and 
Hz discharges in a cylindrical magnetic mirror device using 
a planar disk Langmuir probe located near the center of 
the mirror. They obtained temperatures of approximately 5 
eV in NZ, and 9 eV in H, at 1 mTorr. These values in- 
creased with decreasing pressure to N 12.5 eV and > 15 eV 
at 0.1 Torr for N, and H,, respectively. They noted a de; 
pletion of the high energy tail of the distribution with re- 
spect to a Maxwellian at the same temperature, and a de- 
pletion of low energy electrons. The energy at which the 
distribution became depleted at high energy increased with 
decreasing gas pressure, and exceeded 100 eV at low pres- 
sures ( < 1 mTorr) . Plasma densities were reported as ap- 
proximately 10” cm-3 for an input power of 100 W. 

Amemiya and Ishi? performed similar measurements 
in a cylindrical multicusp ECR device (14 or 18 cm in 
diameter and 30 cm long) using a H,/C!H, gas mixture. At 
0.6 mTorr (Hz/CH4=2.5/1) the electron temperature was 
N 16 eV at the ECR point, decreasing to ~4 eV at a loca- 
tion 9 cm from the ECR zone. The plasma densities, -2 
X 10” cmm3, were nearly constant across the diameter of 
the device (20 cm) with a local maximum a few cm away 
from the ECR zone. Both T, and the plasma densities in 
the ECR zone were nearly linear functions of incident 
power between 100 and 250 W. The EEDs were quite non- 
Maxwellian. The distribution near 10 eV was enhanced 
and a high energy tail extended to as much as 80 eV. 

Hopwood eC al. 6 also measured EEDs and plasma den- 
sities in a microwave tunable multipolar ECR reactor us- 
ing Langmuir probes. At pressures of 0.1-10 mTorr in 
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argon, plasma densities- were 3-10x 10” cm-’ at micro- 
wave powers of 250 W. The plasma density decreased by a 
factor of nearly 5 in moving 10 cm downstream of the ECR 
zone. The average electron energy, though, was relatively. 
constant over the same distance, at 5-7 eV. In fact, the 
electron temperature was itself fairly ‘constant between 2 
and 13 mTorr, increasing below 2 mTorr by about half at 
0.5 mTorr. The measured EEDs were intermediate be- 
tween a Maxwellian and a Druyvestyen near and down- 
stream of the ECR zone. A high energy tail to the EED 
was not detected though the possibility of there being a tail 
in the ECR zone was not discounted. The absence of the 
high energy tail downstream may be caused by the local 
nature of the ECR zone and a depletion of the tail down- 
stream, or a trapping of the high energy electrons in mul- 
tipole magnetic cusps. The .plasma potentials varied from 
18 eV at high pressures (5-13 mTorr) to 28 eV at low 
pressure (0.5 Torr). The plasma potential decreased some- 
what linearly below the ECR zone netting a steady state 
space charge field of 1.3 V cm-‘. That range of plasma 
potential has been confirmed by measurements of ion en- 
ergy distributions.” 

Electron temperatures were measured by Popov” in 
ECR plasmas sustained in Np Within the resonance re- 
gion, or where the absorption of power from the micro- 
wave field occurred, the electron temperatures were 10-l 3 
eV over a fairly large range of pressure (0.3 to 5 mTorr). 
Differences in electron temperature were predominantly 
found downstream of the ECR zone. In these cases, the 
electron temperature decreased to 3 eV at 5 mTorr and 10 
cm downstream of the ECR zone, but decreased to only 8 
eV for a pressure of 0.3 mTorr. The plasma potential at an 
intermediate pressure (0.6 mTorr) was approximately 25 
V. 

Electron temperatures in a variety of gases were mea- 
sured using electric probes by Shirai et al. l2 Their measure- 
ments began approximately 15 cm downstream of the ECR 
zone. Electron temperatures in Ar were 2-6 eV for pres- 
sures of 6 to 0.2 mTorr. Similar measurements by Lee et 
aL5 showed that the EED in the ECR zone ‘of an Ar 
plasma ( 1 mTorr) has an average electron energy of 7 eV, 
and was intermediate between a Maxwellian and Druyvest- 
eyn. They did not, though, detect a high energy tail to the 
EED. 

Electron densities were measured by Pearton et al. l3 in 
a multipolar, tuned cavity ECR reactor in which the sub- 
strate could be biased using rf excitation. In a CHJH,/Ar 
=5/17/8 gas mixture (1 mTorr) the electron density was 
1-2~ 10” cm-’ using only 10-50 W of rf excitation. The 
density was a factor of three larger using an additional 150 
W of microwave excitation. Pure Ar plasmas ( 150 W mi- 
crowave, 10 W rf) had electron densities of 1-2X 10” for 
a gas pressure of 1 mTorr. 

Carl et aZ.i7 measured ion densities and axial electric 
field profiles as a function of power deposition in a stan- 
dard configuration. They found that the plasma operated 
in low mode and high mode configurations. In the low 
mode configuration at low powers ( ~40-60 W), the 
plasma densities in Ar were < 5 x 10” cme3, and the eleo 

tric field penetrated downstream. In the high mode ( > 40- 
60 W) the ion densities increased linearly with power with 
values > 5 X 10” crnM3 at 100 W, and the field was nearly 
totally absorbed. In most cases, the maximum ion density 
occurred in the ECR zone. 

The wide range of experimental results discussed here 
reflects the facts that the experimental apparatuses are 
themselves quite varied, and that the manner of power 
deposition critically depends on details of the magnetic 
field profile and electric field modes. One can, however, 
generalize to some extent. In the ECR systems of interest 
the electron temperature in the ECR zone at moderate 
power depositions (100-500 W) is 10-20 eV for argon. 
The electron temperature in the ECR zone increases with 
increasing power deposition and decreasing gas pressure 
(0.1 mTorr to a few mTorr), though not dramatically. The 
existence of a high energy tail to the EED in the ECR zone 
is generally accepted though not always measured. The 
electron temperature decreases downstream of the plasma 
zone in a manner which is more sensitive to gas pressure. 
Plasma potentials are in the range of 15-25 V, and gener- 
ally increase with decreasing pressure and increasing 
power deposition. The dependence of plasma potential on 
these parameters is somewhat more sensitive than that for 
the electron temperature. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

The basis of our model for EEDs in ECR reactors is a 
previously published Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) of 
electron swarms which is capable of resolving electron- 
electron collisions in a time and spatially dependent man- 
ner.t8 This MCS is iteratively combined with a fluid model 
for charge densities in the ECR reactor to generate ambi- 
polar electric fields. These fields are cycled back to the 
MCS and the procedure is iterated. 

The geometry used in this investigation is a cylindrical 
ECR reactor [see Fig. 1 (a)]. The magnetic field is supplied 
by a set of annular coils. The number and location of these 
coils can be specified in the model. The configuration used 
approximates a collimated magnetic field3 [see Fig. 1 (b)]. 
The length of the reactor in the model is 30 cm, a value 
somewhat shorter than standard reactors, but chosen to 
reduce the length of the calculations. It does, however, 
resemble the reactor of Carl et al. I7 The reactor is termi- 
nated by a dielectric window on one side and a floating 
substrate on the other. A circularly polarized electric field 
(~,=2.45 GHz) is incident from the left side of the cylin- 
der and propagates along the axis of the cylinder with the 
electric field oriented perpendicular to the axis of the cyl- 
inder. The applied magnetic field is assumed to be azimuth- 
ally symmetric with the ECR point located approximately 
5 cm from the dielectric window. The magnetic field at 
location r= (r,z) is simply given by the sum of the contri- 
butions of individual current loops in the coils, 

B(r)= ~‘~~~~~ (1) 
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where ii is the current carried by current loop i and Ii is its 
location. In practice, only the relative currents in the coils 
are specified. The desired location of the ECR point is 
selected and the absolute value of the currents in the coils 
are adjusted so that the axial magnetic field provides a 
resonance at that location. With an axial magnetic field 
having a “beach” conliguration,2 the resulting resonance 
surface resembles a shallow dome. 

The microwave electric field as a function of position is 
handled fairly simply in the model with there being no 
attempt to predict any modal structure. We assumed that 
the electric field is a plane wave with uniform amplitude as 
a function of radial position in the reactor. The wave prop- 
agates collinear with the axis of the reactor so that the 
instantaneous electric field amplitude at any location is 
E(z)sin(ot--kz). We specified the amplitude of the inci- 
dent electric field at the window and assumed that the 
subsequent amplitude of the electric field is totally deter- 
mined by the exchange (either positive or negative) of 
energy with plasma electrons. To explicitly include both 
the resonant and nonresonant exchange of power between 
the electric field and the plasma electrons, the amplitude of 
the electric field is calculated from 

1 f&(z) 
-p= 2 N~~E(z)*vJ(zi-z), 
3~ dz i 

(2) 

where the sum is over the electron pseudoparticles in the 
simulation, Ni is the number of electrons per unit volume 
that electron particle i represents, and vi is its velocity. 

The MCS simulation used in this work is derived from 
that described in detail in Ref. 18. The MCS explicitly 
includes electron-electron collisions by having the electron 
pseudoparticles collide with both the heavy particle fluid 
consisting of neutral and ionized atoms, and a velocity 
resolved electron fluid. The velocity distribution of the 
electron fluid as a function of position and time is forced to 
mirror that of the electron pseudoparticles by sampling the 
velocity distribution of the pseudoparticles on a regular 
basis and updating the distribution of the electron fluid. 
The MCS makes extensive use of a modified null cross 
section technique to account for changes in the electron 
density and electron velocity distribution as a function of 
position. This technique is also discussed in detail in Ref. 
18. 

The electron trajectories are explicitly integrated as a 
function of time in the MCS throughout the reactor using 
the local values of the electric and magnetic fields. Consid- 
ering that the Larmor radius of electrons is r 100 pm at a 
resonance and that the cyclotron frequency 2.45 X lo9 s-l, 
this approach is a considerable computational burden. We 
typically take time steps of 5 X IOAt2X to 1 X lo-” s and 
use a third-order Runga-Kutta integration technique. This 
order of integration is sufficient to keep the error in energy 
to less than 1% over 103-lo4 periods. There are algorithms 
which can be used at resonance which treat the microwave 
electric field as a dc field, thereby allowing the integrating 
time step to be as large as the time between collision (a 
guiding center approximation). However during the time 
between collision ( -0.1-0.2 ps) an electron with even a 

moderate parallel component of velocity can move into or 
out of the resonance region. Given this condition, and the 
facts that both the magnetic and electric fields are func- 
tions of position and have multiple vector components, we 
chose not to modify these algorithms and to directly inte- 
grate the equations of motion of the pseudoparticles. 

The plasma potential in the ECR reactors of interest is 
10s V as shown by both electric probe measurements and 
measurements of ion energy distributions.6’8’10 This results 
in an electrostatic space charge field of a few V cm-l, 
which translates to an E/N of 100s to 1000s of Td (1 
Td= lo-l7 V cm2>. The confining nature of an electric 
field having these values of E/N can significantly affect the 
spatial distribution of the electrons, and hence the spatial 
distribution of electron impact excitation and ionization of 
the feedstock gases. To obtain the space charge field, E, we 
constructed a simple fluid model for the ion and electron 
densities in which the continuity equations are solved un- 
der the assumption of ambipolar diffusion along the axis of 
the reactor. This model is admittedly an approximation 
because a fluid description for charge densities is poor at 
the low pressures of interest. The results of the model for 
the ambipolar potential, though, are in surprisingly good 
agreement with experiments, as discussed below. Recent 
results from a Monte Carlo simulation for ion transport in 
ECR reactors” have shown that ion motion is mobility 
limited at pressures of only a few mTorr, which may ex- 
plain the success of our fluid model. 

In the fluid model, we solve the continuity equations 
for electrons and ions along the axial dimension of the 
ECR reactor in the steady state 

an 
at= C n&Ni+V*(DLVn*n/.LE,) -$=O, (3) 

i 

where n is either the ion or electron density, n, is the 
electron density, l?i is the rate coefficient for electron im- 
pact ionization of neutral species i, DL is the longitudinal 
diffusion coefficient, p is the mobility, D, is the transverse 
diffusion coefficient, and A is the diffusion length in the 
radial direction. The ionization rate coefficients and elec- 
tron transport coefficients are obtained from the MCS as a 
function of axial position but are averaged over the radius 
of the discharge. The continuity equations are solved using 
a matrix inversion technique. In the case of argon, its meta- 
stable states are included in the model. 

Since the plasma density exceeds 10” cmw3 for most 
cases of interest, transport in the axial direction will be 
ambipolar limited in the bulk of the plasma. Es can there- 
fore be obtained from 

Es= 
DF VLn,- 0: VLnI 

kfb+wI ’ 
(4) 

where the subscripts L, e, and I denote the longitudinal 
value, electrons, and ions, respectively. After completion of 
the fluid model, the longitudinal space charge field is cy- 
cled back to the MCS and included in the equations of 
motion for the electrons. This iterative procedure between 
the MCS and fluid model is typically repeated four times. 
Electron particles are added and subtracted from the sim- 
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FIG. 2. Simulated electron energy distributions (EEDs) in Ar plasmas 
(0.2 mTorr, 150 W). (a) EED as a function of position showing the 
lifting of the EED in the ECR zone. (b) EED in the ECR zone and 15 cm 
downstream. These latter EEDs have been smoothed using a polynomial 
fit. The inset shows a more accurate representation of the lower portion of 
the EEDs. The lower portion of the EED cools faster than the tail which 
persists downstream. 

ulation as ionizations and losses occur. One indication of 
convergence is that the net rate of change in the number of 
electron particles is nearly zero. 

IV. ELECTRON SWARM PARAMETERS IN ECR 
REACTORS 

In this section we will present results from our model 
for electron swarm parameters in ECR reactors. Unless 
otherwise noted, the ECR reactor is cylindrical with coax- 
ial magnetic field coils as described in Sec. II. The length of 
the reactor is 30 cm and the diameter is 14 cm. The ECR 
point is chosen to occur at approximately 5 cm. A sche- 
matic of the reactor and the axial magnetic field as a funo 
tion of position are shown in Fig. 1. 

A. Argon plasmas 

The EED as a function of position in an Ar plasma 
(0.2 mTorr, 150 W) is shown in Fig. 2(a). The EED in the 
ECR zone and 15 cm downstream of the ECR zone are 
separately shown in Fig. 2 (b) . The electron temperature as 
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FIG. 3. Predicted electron temperatures in ECR Ar plasmas (150 W). 
(a) T, as a function of axial location. (b) r, vs  pressure. The 
experimental curve was taken from Ref. 6 for similar conditions. The 
electron temperature increases with decreasing pressure, approaching 20 
eV in the ECR zone at pressures < 1 mTorr. 

a function of position and Ar pressure is shown in Fig. 3. 
The reactor averaged electron density is =2X 10” cmw3 
for these conditions. The density increases with increasing 
pressure. At 1 mTorr, the density is =4X 10” cms3, 
which corresponds to the high mode operation of Carl et 
al. l7 The EED is not well described by a Maxwellian, and 
varies significantly between the ECR zone and down- 
stream. In the ECR zone, where power is dominantly 
channeled into the electron swarm, the tail of the EED is 
raised at the expense of the lower energy portion of the 
distribution, and extends beyond 120 eV. The EED in the 
ECR zone can be described by at least two temperatures, 
5-7 eV for energies of < 15 eV and 15-20 eV for energies 
> 20 eV. The distribution averaged temperature, 12-13 eV, 
is more characteristic of the higher energy group. The 
EED 15 cm downstream of the ECR zone differs from that 
in the ECR zone in that the lower portion of the distribu- 
tion has cooled to 2.5-3.5 eV, a consequence of inelastic 
collisions and drift against the axial ambipolar electric 
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field. The higher energy portion of the distribution, how- 
ever, can still be characterized by a temperature of 15-20 
eV. Its density, though, is smaller by more than an order of 
magnitude. The persistence of the high energy portion of 
the EED is a consequence of the lower collision frequency 
for electrons having energies greater than 10s eV. The am- 
bipolar potential for these conditions is ~40 V. The cutoff 
in the distribution at approximately 40 eV is partly a con- 
sequence of higher energy electrons being able to escape 
the plasma. 

The electron temperature is relatively constant as a 
function of position outside the ECR zone, decreasing 
moderately from a “plateau” value acquired outside the 
ECR zone.6 The electron swarm takes 5-10 cm to reach its 
plateau value from its peak in the ECR zone. The electron 
temperature increases with decreasing gas pressure, from 
2-3 eV far downstream at pressures of many mTorr, to 
15-20 eV in the ECR zone at pressures < 1 mTorr. The 
change in T, is moderate above 1 mTorr and increases 
more dramatically below 1 mTorr. The dashed line in Fig. 
3 (b) shows measurements from Hopwood et al. 6 for sim- 
ilar conditions, showing the trend of increasing T, at pres- 
sures below a few mTorr. The predicted values of T, down- 
stream of the ECR zone also agree well with the 
measurements of Shirai et all2 as a function of pressure 
and microwave power. 

During the time that 30 eV electrons which have half 
their energy in the perpendicular component move 5-10 
cm out of the ECR zone, they experience 5-10 collisions, 
of which 15%-20% are inelastic. The decrease in T, ob- 
served in the first 5-10 cm outside of the ECR zone is 
likely a consequence of electrons with moderate energies 
above the inelastic thresholds (12-40 eV) having a few 
inelastic collisions which decrease their energy to below the 
inelastic thresholds. Once this happens, the energy loss is 
dominantly by elastic collisions, which proceeds at a far 
slower rate. The high energy tail, which has commensu- 
rately lower collision frequencies, takes longer to have 
these few collisions and therefore persists for a longer time 
(or distance). Its lower rate of energy exchanging e-e col- 
lisions makes the tail less sensitive to thermalization than 
the lower portion of the EED. The loss of higher energy 
electrons which climb the plasma potential and escape 
from the reactor ultimately determines the energy at which 
the distribution is cut off. 

At energies of less than a few eV [see inset to Fig. 
2(b)] the EED appears to have an anomalously high ther- 
mal component, similar to that seen in some radio fre- 
quency (rf) discharges,” though most likely resulting 
from a different mechanism. The low energy component is 
weak in the ECR zone, and increases outside the ECR 
zone. This feature is characteristic of microwave dis- 
charges sustained in argon in which the momentum trans- 
fer collision frequency, vm, is much less than the oscillation 
frequency (radians) of the electric field, o. Ferreira et 
a1.2122” attributes this effect to the fact that power transfer 
is maximum in nonmagnetized plasmas at the energy at 
which Y,(E) = o, and since Y,(E) increases with increas- 
ing energy up to 20-30 eV, the tail of the distribution is 
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FIG. 4. Electron energy distributions as a function of pressures. (a) EED 
as a function of position for a 3 mTorr Ar plasma. (b) Reactor averaged 
EEDs for pressures of 0.2, 1, and 3 mTorr. These latter EEDs have been 
smoothed using a polynomial fit. More accurate representations of the 
lower portion of the EED are shown in the inset. 

enhanced at the expense of the lower energy electrons. 
Since power transfer does not critically depend on vrn ( E) / 
w in the ECR zone, as excitation appears quasi-dc, the 
discrimination between the low energy and high energy 
components is less severe. This effect should therefore not 
be important in the ECR zone. Outside the ECR zone, the 
nonresonant interaction between the electric field and the 
gyrating electrons prevents significant power transfer. The 
enhancement of the very low portion of the distribution is 
then dominantly due to inelastic collisions. 

The EED as a function of position for a 3 mTorr dis- 
charge in Ar is shown in Fig. 4(a), plotted on the same 
scale as Fig. 2(a) for comparison. EEDs for 0.2, 1, and 3 
mTorr, averaged over the ECR reactor, are shown in Fig. 
4(b). The EED in the ECR zone has a less pronounced 
high energy tail at 3 mTorr, compared to 0.2 mTorr. The 
tail is also depleted downstream by collisions at a more 
rapid rate compared to the lower pressure. This depletion 
of the tail of the EED at higher pressure is similar to the 
effect observed by Amemiya et ai. 7 and discussed in Sec. II. 
All of these observations are consistent with simply having 
a lower effective value of E/N when operating at fixed 
microwave power and increasing the gas pressure.12 The 
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FIG. 5. Ionization rate coefficients in Ar ( 150 W) as a-function of (a) 
position (smoothed) and (b) pressure. These coefficients decrease by only 
a factor of 3-5 downstream at low pressure compared to their values in 
the,ECR zone resulting in substantial ionization downstream. Ionization 
rate coefficients decrease with increasing operating pressure commensu- 
rate with operating at a lower effective E/N. 

lower energies at which the EED is cut off at higher pres- 
sures is also a consequence of a lowering of the ambipolar 
potential which allows lower energy electrons to escape 
from the plasma (see below). 

The distribution averaged rate coefficients for ioniza- 
tion of ground state Ar are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of 
axial location and pressure. The shape of the rate coeffi- 
cients closely follow the electron temperature though their 
magnitude decreases more severely with pressure than does 
the electron temperature. At pressures of less than a few 
mTorr, the rate coefficients downstream remain commen- 
surate with those in the ECR zone, decreasing by only a 
factor of 3. This indicates that a substantial amount of 
ionization occurs adjacent to remotely mounted substrates. 
The disparity in ionization rates between the ECR zone 
and downstream increases with increasing pressure, a con- 
sequence of a higher rate of inelastic energy losses at the 
higher pressures. 

The statistics of this method are poor at high electron 
energies as shown by the noise in the distributions. The 
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FIG. 6. Ambipolar potential in Ar plasmas as a function of (a) position 
(150 W), and (b) pressure and microwave power. The maximum poten- 
tial is displaced towards the ECR zone from the center of the reactor due 
to the maximum in ionization being displaced in a similar manner. The 
maximum potential increases moderately with increasing microwave 
power. At pressure < 1 mTorr, the potential increases to many 10s V. 

excitation rates are most sensitive to the noisiest portion of 
the distribution. Much of the noise in the distribution is 
hidden by the fact that quoted temperatures and rate co- 
efficients are moments over the distribution which tends to 
smooth the noise. The scatter in rate coefficients is at worst 
lo%, as shown in Fig. 5(b). 

Predictions for the ambipolar potential as a function of 
position, gas pressure, and microwave power appear in Fig. 
6. The ambipolar potential increases with increasing gas 
pressure, moderately above 1 mTorr and more rapidly be- 
low 1 mTorr, in agreement with experiments.6 The ambi- 
polar potential increases with increasing microwave power, 
also in agreement with experiment. The increase in the 
ambipolar potential is commensurate with the increase in 
electron temperature with increasing microwave power as 
shown in Fig. 7. In our model, the ambipolar potential is 
determined by electron transport along the axis parallel to 
the magnetic field. The reduction in electron mobility 
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FIG. 7. Electron temperature in Ar plasmas (1 mTorr) as a function of 
microwave power. .T, increases moderately with power, causing a moder- 
ate increase in ambipolar potential. 

transverse to the magnetic field (in our radial direction) 
implies that the ambipolar electric field in that direction 
should be small, and makes a correspondingly small con- 
tribution to the total ambipolar potential. These features 
have, in fact, been seen in the results of. the 2-d simulations 
of Porteous and Graves for ECR discharges.23 The pre- 
dicted maximum in the ambipolar potential is not in the 
ECR zone but is displaced towards the center of the reac- 
tor. For otherwise constant conditions, the higher electron 
temperature in the ECR zone should result in higher rates 
of ionization, a larger ambipolar electric field, and a max- 
imum in the ambipolar potential at that location. The dis- 
placement of the maximum in the ambipolar potential out 
of the ECR zone is a consequence of our model predicting 
a maximum in the total rate of ionization outside the 
plasma zone. This situation will be discussed further below. 
Our results predict a somewhat higher ambipolar potential 
at low pressures ( < 1 mTorr) than may be experimentally 
observed. This may result from our use of a fluid model to 
obtain the ambipolar field which underpredicts the ion 
drift velocity for a given E/N, and therefore results in a 
larger ambipolar electric field to compensate. 

Power deposition in unmagnetized microwave gas dis- 
charges is given by24 

P(z) =e2n~(z)/(mp,), z2=E2 43 
y2m+w2’ (5) 

where II, and m, are the electron density and mass, Y, is 
the momentum transfer collision frequency, and w is the 
microwave (radian) frequency. E is an effective electric 
field and E is the actual electric field. In the limit that 
a)~,, there is little net power transfer to either the eleo 
trons or the gas since the electrons simply oscillate 90” out 
of phase with the alternating electric field. Collisions are, in 
fact, required for a time averaged net transfer of power to 
the gas. Under conditions of ECR excitation (which is 
spatially uniform) the effective electric field becomes 
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FIG. 8. Power deposition as a function of position in Ar plasmas (150 
W) at 0.2 and 5 mTorr. Power transfer from the field to electrons Cf-e) 
and electrons to the gas (e-g) are shown, as well as the amplitude of the 
microwave electric field for the 5.0 mTorr case. Power transfer to the gas 
is displaced from the ECR zone towards the maximum in the ambipolar 
potential and electron density. This effect may be exaggerated here. 

E2 j&- 4 
2 y”,+(o--wJ2 * (6) 

The effective width of the resonance zone increases with 
increasing gas pressure due to an increase in Y,. Although 
these formulas are, in general accurate, they do not give a 
fair representation of power deposition in ECR reactors 
since power is transferred to the electron swarm in a fairly 
localized region while electrons are highly mobile along the 
magnetic field lines. 

Excitation and ionization in gas discharges actually 
occur in two steps. The first is transfer of power from the 
electric field to the electron swarm, denoted here as f-e. 
The second is transfer of power from the electrons to the 
gas by collisions, denoted here as e-+g. In higher pressure 
discharges, f-e and e+g power transfers occur in the 
same spatial location and the expressions in Eqs. (5) and 
(6) are valid. In low pressure ECR reactors where in the 
absence of Doppler effects the width of the ECR zone may 
be thin compared to the mean free path of electrons, the 
locations of power transfer by f -+ e and e -+g processes may 
be quite different. For example, the collision frequency for 
inelastic energy loss for a 50 eV electron in Ar at 1 mTorr 
is 7X lo6 s-l. In our geometry, the grad-B force points 
downstream out of the ECR zone. Assuming that the par- 
ticle energy is primarily in the perpendicular component, 
an electron travels about 5-10 cm before having a collision. 
This distance is long compared to the width of the ECR 
zone (a few m m  to a few cm when considering Doppler 
effects). 

The spatial distributions of power deposition for f-e 
and e-g processes in Ar at 0.2 and 5.0 mTorr are shown 
in Fig. 8. Power deposition for f-e logically occurs dom- 
inantly of the ECR zone. In our model, oscillations in the 
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f-e power deposition downstream of the ECR zone occur 
from the statistical scatter of the Monte Carlo method in 
which power is exchanged positively and negatively be- 
tween the electrons and the microwave field. These oscil- 
lations have been smoothed for these profiles but typically 
are not more than a few percent of the maximum. The 
width of the f-e power deposition results dominantly 
from the shallow domelike structure of the ECR surface 
since the full width of the ECR zone corresponds to only a 
few Gauss in the absence of Doppler effects. Power transfer 
by f- e occurs somewhat closer to the dielectric window at 
5 mTorr since the width of the region in which efficient 
power deposition occurs is wider at the higher pressure, 
and the plasma density is higher. The amplitude of the 
electric field, shown for 5 mTorr in Fig. 8, decreases to 
near zero in traversing the ECR zone, though there is some 
penetration in our model. This corresponds to the high 
mode operation observed by Carl et al. I7 When we mod- 
eled lower power deposition ( < 50-75 W) cases, signifi- 
cantly more field penetration occurred with corresponding 
decrease in plasma density which resembles the low mode 
configuration of Carl et al. We cannot, however, resolve 
any true model behavior of the electric field with this 
model. 
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The power deposition for e-+g occurs dominantly out- 
side the ECR zone where the maximum in the electron 
density predicted by the fluid model occurs. The ambipolar 
potential restricts the axial loss of electrons and displaces 
the maximum of the electron density away from the ECR 
zone. The persistence of large rate coefficients for inelastic 
energy loss downstream of the ECR zone results in a sub- 
stantial amount of e+g power transfer at those locations. 
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The shift between the f-e and e-g power deposition 
is most likely over estimated and is a weakness of the hy- 
brid particle-fluid techniques used here. For example, Carl 
et al. I7 measures a maximum in the ion density and pre- 
sumably ion production rate in the ECR zone. The ten- 
dency of our fluid model is to average the effects of the 
transport coefficients of the low- and high-temperature 
portions of the EED. The more populous low energy elec- 
trons, which have lower mobilities, determine the ambipo- 
lar potential. The fluid model then attempts to place the 
maximum of the plasma potential and density near the 
center of the reactor. Rate coefficients obtained from the 
particle simulation, generated by the high-temperature 
electrons are therefore weighted by distribution average 
densities to too great a degree towards the center of the 
plasma. So, in spite of higher rate coefficients for ionization 
in the ECR zone, the higher total rate of ionization is 
predicted outside the zone. The more accurate method is to 
transfer source functions, instead of rate coefficients, from 
the Monte Carlo simulation to the fluid model. This 
method would more closely align the maximum in both 
f-e land e-tg of power transfer near the ECR zone. This 
method was subsequently used in a hybrid model for radio 
frequency discharges.25 

FIG. 9. Electron swarm parameters in Nz ECR plasmas (2 mTorr, 150 
W). (a) EEDs (smoothed using a polynomial fit) in the ECR zone and 
downstream. More accurate representations of the EEDs at low energy 
are shown in the inset. (b) Rate coefficients (smoothed) for ionization 
and vibrational excitation. The rate coefficients for vibrational excitation 
are depressed in the ECR zone due to depletion of the low energy portion 
of the RED. 

sipated by electronic excitation, 0.36 by electron impact 
ionization, and 0.43 by ion acceleration. Since the ion mean 
free path for charge exchange is <2 cm at 2 mTorr, ap- 
proximately 0.3-0.4 of the power dissipated by ion accel- 
eration goes into gas heating, and the remainder goes into 
substrate heating. As the pressure decreases, the fraction of 
power dissipated by ion acceleration increases. At 0.2 
mTorr, ~0.67 of the power is dissipated by ion accelera- 
tion. 

B. N2 plasmas 

The power dissipation in the Ar plasma is dominantly 
shared between electron impact ionization and ion accel- 
eration. At 2. mTorr and 150 W, 0.21 of the power is dis- 

EEDs in the ECR zone and 15 cm downstream for N2 
plasmas are shown in Fig. 9 (a). The qualitative features of 
these EEDs are similar to those in Ar. The average elec- 
tron energies are 13.9 and 3.8 eV, respectively, commen- 
surate with those measured by Popov.” The anomalous 
low energy component of the EED, typically found in Ar 
plasmas, is not as pronounced in the N2 plasmas. 
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The rate coefficients for ionization and vibrational ex- 
citation of ground state N2 are shown in Fig. 9(b) as a 
function of axial location. The ionization rate coefficient 
has a similar shape to that for argon, having a maximum in 
the ECR zone and decreasing outside the ECR zone. The 
rate coefficient for vibrational excitation, though, has the 
opposite dependence. This is a consequence of vibrational 
excitation resulting from collisions of low energy electrons 
(e<4 eV) while ionization results from collisions with 
higher energy electrons (E> 15 eV) . Heating of the EED in 
the ECR zone results in a depletion of the lower energy 
portion of the EED. This causes a depression in the rate 
coefficient for vibrational excitation and an increase in the 
rate coefficient for ionization. As the distribution cools out- 
side the ECR zone, the rate coefficient for vibrational ex- 
citation rebounds, while that for ionization decreases. 

The transport coefficients described here were obtained 
only using cross sections for N2 whereas in the experimen- 
tal device a significant amount of dissociation may occur. 
The average amount of dissociation can be estimated from 
conservation equations for Nz and N. 

flz [Wo-Nz DNS -----= 
dt T 

-n, C kdiNz+~A~=O,~ 
i 

(7a) 

dN -N DNNs -;=-- dt T Az -t2n, Ckd%+J~ 
i 

0) 

In Eq. (7), T is the average residence time of gas in the 
reactor, [N& is the input density, kdi is the rate coefficient 
for electron impact dissociation by process i, DN is the 
effective diffusion coefficient for N, and A is the transverse 
diffusion coefficient. s is the reactive sticking coefficient for 
2N-+Nz on the walls of the reactor. Estimating s=O.Ol, 
and using values from the simulation for a pressure of 2 
mTorr and 150 W, we obtain Nz/[N;1,--,0.8-0.9. The N2 is 
therefore moderately dissociated. An analysis performed at 
higher power depositions should include the consequences 
of dissociation on the electron transport coefficients. 

The power balance in N2 plasmas differs somewhat 
from Ar plasmas in that a smaller fraction of the power is 
dissipated by ionization. For example, at 2 mTorr and 150 
W, the fractional power dissipation is 0.06 vibrational ex- 
citation, 0.49 electronic excitation, 0.09 dissociation, and 
0.18 ionization, and 0.18 ion acceleration. Approximately 
0.3-0.4 of the power dissipated by ion acceleration goes 
into gas heating. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A model for the electron energy distribution in ECR 
reactors for plasma processing has been constructed and 
results presented for discharges in Ar and Nz. The electron 
temperature in Ar varies from a few eV downstream of the 
ECR zone at pressures of many mTorr, to almost 20 eV in 
the ECR zone at pressures of less than 1 mTorr. The max- 
imum ambipolar potential for these conditions varies from 
10-15 V to 40 V. The bulk electron temperature decreases 
downstream of the ECR zone fairly rapidly. The high en- 
ergy tail of the EED persists farther downstream. These 
effects, and the disparity in f-e and e-+g power transfer, 

result in ionization rate coefficients in both Ar and Nz 
remaining relatively high downstream compared to their 
values in the ECR zone. A substantial amount of ioniza- 
tion and excitation occurs adjacent to the substrate in ECR 
reactors in spite off -) e power transfer occurring remotely 
from the substrate. 
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